Attention! Can choices for low value food over high value food be trained?
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Abstract

People choose high value food items over low value food items, because food choices are guided by the comparison of values placed upon choice alternatives. This value comparison process is also influenced by the amount of attention people allocate to different items. Recent research shows that choices for food items can be increased by training attention toward these items, with a paradigm named cued-approach training (CAT). However, previous work till now has only examined the influence of CAT on choices between two equally valued items. It has remained unclear whether CAT can increase choices for low value items when people choose between a low and high value food item. To address this question in the current study participants were cued to make rapid responses in CAT to certain low and high value items. Next, they made binary choices between low and high value items, where we systematically varied whether the low and high value items were cued or uncued. In two experiments, we found that participants overall preferred high over low value items for real consumption. More important, their choices for low value items increased when only the low value item had been cued in CAT compared to when both low and high value items had not been cued. Exploratory analyses revealed that this effect was more pronounced for participants with a relatively small value difference between low and high value items. The present research thus suggests that CAT may be used to boost the choice and consumption of low value items via enhanced attention toward these items, as long as the value difference is not too large. Implications for facilitating choices for healthy food are discussed.
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The growing rates of obesity and obesity related diseases (Ogden, Carroll, Fryar, & Flegal, 2015) have spurred a debate regarding the importance of systematically changing food preferences towards a healthier diet. Over the past decade governments and NGO’s have launched numerous campaigns in order to promote and spread knowledge about what a balanced diet should look like (Parmenter, Waller, & Wardle, 2000). Despite these efforts obesity rates are still rising, and it would seem that merely educating the public is not sufficient to produce the desired effects (Marteau, Hollands, & Fletcher, 2012). Gaining knowledge about healthy diets seems not enough to change food choice (Wood & Neal, 2016).

Indeed, more recently an important distinction made in psychological research is between impulsive and deliberative food choice (e.g., Fujita & Han, 2009; Strack & Deutsch, 2004). People often choose food impulsively rather than deliberatively, meaning that their choice is largely determined by immediate responses activated upon perception of the food (Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009; Nederkoorn, Guerrieri, Haervemans, Roefs, & Jansen, 2009; Veling et al. et al., 2017). These immediate responses can be acquired via basic learning mechanisms. For example, the consumption of a food item linked with a reward signal (e.g., high sugar content) reinforces subsequent consumption (Epstein, Carr, Lin, & Fletcher, 2011; Rangel, 2013). After such conditioning, mere perception of the food can draw attention towards the food item (Nijs, Muris, Euser, & Franken, 2010) and elicit motor activation aimed at obtaining that item (Brooks, Cedernels, & Schioth, 2013). Indeed, these strong impulsive responses for high caloric palatable food could influence consumption (Friese, Hofmann, & Wanke, 2008). Hence, recent research has focused on influencing food choice without the reliance on deliberate considerations of available food options, but instead by manipulating immediate responses to food items (for a review see Stice, Lawrence, Kemps, & Veling, 2016).

Acknowledging the role of impulsive processes in food choice,
during the past decade, a number of different approaches have been put forward in order to change immediate responses to food items. For example, research has shown that consumption of palatable, high caloric food can be reduced by, for example, linking images of appealing food with aversive images (Hollands, Prestwich, & Marteau, 2011), or by repeatedly presenting these images with no-go cues in a go/no-go task (e.g., Adams, Lawrence, Verbruggen, & Chambers, 2017; Houben & Jansen, 2011). Furthermore, scholars have aimed to alter responses to unhealthy food items by linking high-energy food items to avoidance responses (Becker, Jostmann, Wiers, & Holland, 2015; Fishbach & Shah, 2006).

In the current research, we focus on a different type of training that aims at increasing attention for specific food items. Attention to food items has been related to choices for these foods (Kemps & Tiggemann, 2009; Krajbich, Armel, & Rangel, 2010), and directing attention toward a particular item can result in choice shifts, especially for appetitive items (Armel, Beaumel, & Rangel, 2008; Krajbich & Rangel, 2011; Shimojo, Simion, Shimojo, & Scheier, 2003). Kemps, Tiggemann, Orr, and Grear (2014) further demonstrated that training-induced attentional biases toward certain food items can translate into changes in consumption. Hence, attention training can potentially be a promising way of influencing choices and, perhaps, in turn, subsequent consumption.

One paradigm recently developed to train attention toward certain food items is the cue-approach training (CAT; Bakkour, & Leuker et al., 2016; Bakkour, Lewis-Peacock, Poldrak, & Schonberg, 2014; Schonberg et al., 2014). During the CAT, participants are presented with images of food items one at a time and around 25% of the food items are paired with a tone (the cued items). Participants are instructed to press a button when they hear a tone, and before the image disappears from the screen (1 s after it appears). The task is kept constantly challenging by using a tracking procedure on the presentation of the tone: the delay between tone onset and food item disappearance is reduced after every successful response, making the response window narrower, and is increased after participants fail to respond in time. Overall participants respond in time around 75% of the time.

After CAT, participants receive a binary food choice task in which they are instructed to choose one of two food items for real consumption within 1500 ms. On experimental trials one of the items is cued and the other uncued, and both items are matched on value assessed with a willingness to pay measurement before the CAT. Across a series of studies, Schonberg et al. (2014) have shown a consistent effect of the CAT, namely that cued items were preferred to uncued items (particularly when both food items were of high value) on around 60–65% of the trials and this effect has been replicated in subsequent studies (Bakkour, & Lewis-Peacock et al., 2016, Bakkour, & Leuker et al., 2014). The effect of CAT was visible up to two months after the initial training (Schonberg et al., 2014).

The effects of CAT on choice are explained via attention mechanisms (Bakkour, & Lewis-Peacock et al., 2016, Bakkour, & Leuker et al., 2016; Schonberg et al., 2014). Note that in cue-approach training attention is manipulated between trials, unlike, for instance, dot-probe training in which attention is manipulated within trials (e.g., Kemps et al., 2014). Specifically, during cue-approach training participants learn to expect a cue that is presented after a variable delay during presentation of cued food items, which is assumed to evoke heightened sustained attention to cued food items during the training. As a result, people attend more to the cued item in the subsequent choice task (Schonberg et al., 2014), which may increase their choice for these items (e.g., Krajbich et al., 2010). Eye-tracking data gathered by Schonberg et al. demonstrated that participants looked at cued items more often than uncued items during the choice task, even when they did not choose these items, suggesting that CAT drives attention toward cued items. Bakkour, & Leuker et al. (2016) conducted several studies to narrow down the possible mechanisms engaged during CAT. Their work suggests that merely responding to cued items is not sufficient to induce a preference for cued items, but that this choice effect only occurs when the cue is presented relatively late in a trial during the training, so that the cue response requires sustained attention to the food item before cue presentation.

Recently, Veling et al. (2017) extended the findings by Schonberg and colleagues in two ways. First, they replicated the finding that participants preferred cued over uncued items when they made their choices within 1500 ms., but found that this preference disappeared when participants were asked to think about their choices or were simply given more time to make their decisions. This effect suggests that CAT creates impulsive choices for cued food items rather than deliberative choices. Second, their studies demonstrated that the effect of CAT was not constrained to high value food items (see also Bakkour, & Leuker et al., 2016), but could also increase choices for cued items when both items were of low value. This effect was found across two different stimuli sets, including snacks of high energy density, but also fruits and vegetables.

In sum, these studies provide promising evidence that choices for specific food items can be increased by cueing these items during CAT. However, one important and interesting question is to what degree this training can increase choices for low value food items over high value food items by training the low value items in the CAT. In previous experiments (Bakkour, & Leuker et al., 2016; Schonberg et al., 2014; Veling et al., 2017) participants chose between two food items of equal value (either both low value or high value). However, in everyday life we are rarely presented with (or choose between) two options of equal value. In fact, many of our food decisions in daily life concern decisions between alternatives of different values. For example, foods that are generally considered healthy (e.g. apple) and foods that are generally considered unhealthy (e.g. slice of cake) may differ greatly in the value assigned to them by the decision maker. For instance, energy-dense food items may be valued higher compared to low energy food items. Therefore, it is important to examine whether it is possible to increase choices for low value items in the context of high value alternatives.

Furthermore, it is of theoretical interest to examine whether attentional training, in the form of CAT, can overcome the effect of food value in changing food choice. Of course, high value items are generally preferred to low value items. In Schonberg et al. (2014) these decisions were also included as filler trials in which low value items were pitted against high value items (both of which were cued or uncued) and generally participants preferred high value to low value food items (around 80% of the time; see also Veling et al., 2017). Thus, one could argue that this preference for high value items is so strong that the CAT may be too weak to overcome this strong value effect. On the other hand, if CAT enhances attention in decision tasks, and enhanced attention influences food choice, as has been shown before (Armel et al., 2008), it might be possible that the general preference for high value items may be at least slightly reduced if the low value item is trained in the CAT and the high value item is not trained. The latter idea is further bolstered by the recent findings showing that CAT effects are not restricted to high value items, but also to relatively low value items (although in that case the choice was between two low value items; Veling et al., 2017).

### 1. Present research

We ran two identical experiments to test whether it is possible to influence choices made between low value and high value food items using the CAT. The sample sizes, exclusion criteria, methods, materials and hypotheses for both studies have been preregistered.
on the Open Science Framework (for Experiment 1 see https://osf.io/emvfg/; for Experiment 2 see https://osf.io/s8cgm/).

2. Experiment 1

To investigate whether the CAT can increase choices for low value items when high value items constitute the alternative, participants in the current experiment consistently chose between a low value snack and a high value snack after the CAT for real consumption. On half of the choice trials, both items were either cued (the both cued trials, in which a cued low value item was paired with a cued high value item) or uncued (the both uncued trials, in which an uncued low value item was paired with an uncued high value item). On the other half of the choice trials, only one of the two items was cued (the low cued trials, in which a cued low value item was paired with an uncued high value item, and the high cued trials, in which an uncued low value item was paired with a cued high value item). First, in line with previous findings (e.g., Schonberg et al., 2014; Veling et al., 2017), we expected that in the both cued and both uncued trials, participants should choose high value items more often than low value items, as both items received the same training and any influence of the CAT should be canceled out. These two types of trials therefore served as baselines for later comparison. We expected that compared to these baselines, participants would choose low value items more often on the low cued trials, as in the low cued trials only the low value items were cued during the CAT. Similarly, we predicted that on the high cued trials, the choices for high value items would be further increased in comparison to the baselines.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Participants were recruited via Radboud University on-line recruitment system (SONA). We based our sample size in both experiments on previous CAT studies, which range from 20 to 29 participants (Bakkour, & Lewis-Peacock et al., 2016, Bakkour, & Leuker et al., 2016; Schonberg et al., 2014; Veling et al., 2017), and preregistered 28 participants as our planned sample size. Following Schonberg et al. (2014), a-priori we decided to exclude participants who bid less than 25 cents (0.25 euro) on more than 40 trials of the CAT. Two sets of high value items and two sets of low value items were then selected as cued items in the following CAT. All the remaining items were used as uncued items in the training.

2.1.2. Creating sets of low and high value food items

The program then sorted the food items based on WTP. The top and bottom 7 items were omitted to prevent ceiling and/or floor effects, resulting in items ranked 8 to 23 being used as high value items and items ranked 38 to 53 being used as low value items (see Supplementary Fig. 1). The high value items were divided into four sets, in such a way that the mean value in each set would be approximately equal. The same division was applied on the low value items. By using this selection procedure, we ensured that the value differences between high and low value items were matched on different types of choice trials. Any differences in food choices would therefore not be caused by value differences, but rather the treatment (i.e., cued vs. uncued) the items received in the CAT. Two sets of high value items and two sets of low value items were then selected as cued items in the following CAT. All the remaining items were used as uncued items in the training.

2.2. Cue-approach training

The training phase was similar to that of Schonberg et al. (2014) and lasted approximately 30 min. Participants viewed food items that appeared sequentially on a black background on a computer screen. They were instructed to press the B button on the keyboard with their dominant hand when (and only when) they heard a tone (1000 Hz for 0.2s). They were further instructed to press the button before the image disappeared from the screen. To keep the task challenging, the tone occurred after a variable delay after stimulus onset based on a staircase procedure. That is, the delay between stimulus onset and the tone (i.e., the go-signal delay, GSD), was initiated at 650 ms and increased by 17 ms if the participant managed to press the button before the image disappeared and decreased by 50 ms if he or she did not respond in time. Images appeared on screen one at a time and around 25% of the food items was paired with the tone. The entire set of items was presented 8 times, which means that participants were exposed to all items 8 times and needed to respond to each of the cued items 8 times.

2.2.4. Choice task

During the choice task, participants saw two food items simultaneously presented to the left and right of a central fixation cross, and they were asked to choose one of the items (by pressing either the U (left) or I (right) keyboard button) within 1500 ms. At the beginning participants were informed that one of the trials would be selected and they would receive the snack they chose on the selected trial for actual consumption. If a participant failed to respond in time a red text appeared prompting them to choose faster and the trial would be repeated later. The inter-trial interval was random and ranged from 1 to 2 s. After the participant made a choice a yellow frame appeared around the item of choosing as choice confirmation for 500 ms.

On all choice trials, participants chose between a high and low value item. In total, there were four trial types that differed in whether the high and low value item was cued or uncued. The experimental trials consisted of low cued trials (i.e., cued low value item vs. uncued high value item) and high cued trials (i.e., uncued low value item vs. cued high value item). The baseline trials consisted of both uncued trials (i.e., uncued low value item vs. uncued high value item) and both cued trials (i.e., cued low value item vs. cued high value item). Participants performed 64 trials in one block, and the trials were then repeated in a second block to counterbalance the left/right position of the images. For a visual representation of the aforementioned selection and an example of experimental pair see Supplementary Fig. 1.

2.2.5. Memory task

After the choice task, participants performed a memory task.
They were presented with all 60 items and were asked whether a particular item was paired with a ‘beep’ or ‘no beep’ (forced choice). Items appeared on a black background in random order, one by one. The response was self-paced.

2.3. Procedure

Participants were asked to fast for at least 3 h before visiting the laboratory. Upon arrival, they completed the informed consent form, and were shown a large selection of snacks that were available for them to win for later consumption. They were also informed that after the task they would have to wait for 30 min in the laboratory and the only food that they would be able to consume would be the snacks obtained in the experiment. The aim of this was to make sure that participants bid on items they would actually like to consume later (see also Schonberg et al., 2014; Veling et al., 2017).

Next, participants were given the instructions for the first auction (lasting around 10 min) serving as a measure for their WTP for each of the 60 snack foods. Then, participants underwent the CAT (lasting around 10 min) serving as a measure for their WTP for the 60 snack foods. Finally, the auction was repeated. After completing the second auction participants viewed the snacks they had won/could buy and were given the opportunity to consume them during the 30-minute waiting period. For a visual representation of the procedure, see Fig. 1.

2.4. Data analysis

With regard to our main analysis, it is important to point out that participants always chose between low and high value food items. Hence, choices for low value items or choices for high value items can be used as the dependent variable, and we use choices for low value item (yes vs. no) as our dependent variable. Therefore, our statistical design only includes trial type (low cued versus both uncued versus high cued versus both cued) as predictor, and we test for a main effect of this predictor on choices for low value items using a repeated measures logistic regression analysis.

2.5. Results

Overall, participants performed well in the CAT. For their performance in the CAT and the memory recall task, see Table 1. To check whether our selection procedure succeeded in creating stimulus sets that were matched on average WTP before the training, we conducted a 2 (value level, high vs. low) by 4 (trial type, low cued vs. high cued vs. both uncued vs. both cued) repeated-measures ANOVA on the average WTP of all the sets. As would be expected, the main effect of value level is significant, $F(1, 25) = 93.11, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.788$, suggesting that participants were indeed willing to pay more for the high value items ($M = 1.20$ euro, $SE = 0.052$) than for the low value items ($M = 0.61$ euro, $SE = 0.060$). More important, the main effect of trial type was not significant, $F(1, 47, 36.63) = 0.283, p = 0.686, \eta^2_p = 0.011$ and the interaction effect was also not significant, $F(1, 73, 43.31) = 1.24, p = 0.295, \eta^2_p = 0.047$, suggesting that the value differences between high and low value items were consistent across all four trial types in the choice task (for the descriptive statistics of WTP for high and low value items separated by trial type, see Table 2). Any difference in choice behaviors can thus not be explained by valence differences as assessed in the auction, but is likely the result of CAT.

In line with the difference in WTP for high and low value items, participants also tended to choose high value items more often than low value items on all four types of trials in the choice task (see Fig. 2, in which the percentages of choosing low value items were all below 50%). Regarding our preregistered hypothesis, we have found an increase in choices for low value items when low value items were cued and high value items were not cued (cued low pairs; 29.8% choices for low value) compared to when both items were not cued (both uncued pairs; 19.7% choices for low value), with a significant 10.1 percentage point increase in choosing low value items in the first pair ($OR = 1.73, 95\% CI = [1.09, 2.74], Wald Chi-square = 5.43, p = 0.020$, two sided repeated measures logistic regression). A similar significant contrast was obtained for low cued pairs (29.8% choices for low value) compared to when both items were cued (both cued; 19.5% choices for low value), with a 10.3 percentage point increase in choosing low value items in the first pair ($OR = 1.76, 95\% CI = [1.10, 2.79], Wald Chi-square = 5.66, p = 0.017$, two-sided repeated measure logistic regression). Importantly, these results thus indicate that the probability of choosing low value items can be increased by the CAT, even in choice pairs where a low value item is pitted against a high value item.

Incongruent with our hypotheses, cueing a high value item did not further increase choices for such items (see Fig. 2). That is, in the high cued pairs, the percentage of low value choices was not significantly lower than that of the two baselines (compared to the both uncued condition, $OR = 0.87, 95\% CI = [0.53, 1.40], Wald Chi-square = 0.34, p = 0.562$; compared to the both cued condition, $OR = 0.88, 95\% CI = [0.58, 1.34], Wald Chi-square = 0.35, p = 0.552$, respectively). We speculate that this might be due to a possible floor effect. That is, although the percentage of choosing low value items in cued high trials is not 0%, empirical observation of people’s choices suggests people will usually select a substantial number of low value items (see e.g., Schonberg et al., 2014; Veling et al., 2017, in which people chose low value items around 20% of the time). This may occur because the decision process is inherently noisy (Krajbich et al., 2010). Hence, the percentage of choices for low value items in high cued trials may be near the floor and it may not be possible to further decrease this number by cueing high value items.

3. Experiment 2

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that CAT boosts the probability of choosing low value food items even when low value items are pitted against high value items (cf. Schonberg et al., 2014). In order to test the robustness of this new finding, Experiment 2 was conducted as a direct preregistered (https://osf.io/s8cgm/) replication. We hypothesized an around 10% increase in choosing low value items in the low cued pairs compared to both uncued pairs (baseline 1) and both cued pairs (baseline 2). Furthermore, based on Experiment 1, we expected a floor effect for choices for low value food items in high cued pairs. Thus, choices for low value items are expected not to be lower in high cued pairs than in both uncued pairs (baseline 1) and both cued pairs (baseline 2).

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants

Twenty-seven participants were recruited via Radboud University on-line recruitment system (SONA). Two of them were excluded for bidding less than 25 cents on more than 40 items. The final sample included 25 participants (20 females and 5 males; 1 We would like to point out a problem with our preregistered hypothesis. First, the word ‘around’ is ambiguous. Second, preregistering a specific number (in this case 10%) is not something that we usually do in our lab group.)
Table 1
Performance in the cue approach training and the memory recall task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Cued Acc (%)</th>
<th>Uncued Acc (%)</th>
<th>Cued RT (ms)</th>
<th>GSD (ms)</th>
<th>Memory Acc (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>73.2% (3.5%)</td>
<td>99.0% (1.3%)</td>
<td>328.4 (46.8)</td>
<td>596.3 (58.3)</td>
<td>71.9% (18.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>71.4% (7.9%)</td>
<td>99.2% (1.0%)</td>
<td>328.3 (79.3)</td>
<td>553.0 (133.5)</td>
<td>76.9% (18.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cued Acc = accuracy on cued trials; Uncued Acc = accuracy on uncued trials; Cued RT = the average reaction time on cued trials when response was in time; GSD = go signal delay, the average go signal delay on all cued trials; Memory Acc = accuracy in the memory recall task. Standard deviations are reported in brackets.

Fig. 1. Overview of the main procedure for all experiments. ITI = inter trial interval. GSD = go signal delay.
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3.1.2. Materials and procedure

The materials and procedure were identical to those from Experiment 1.

3.2. Results

As in Experiment 1, when using repeated measures ANOVA to check the WTP before the CAT, the main effect of value level was significant, \( F(1, 24) = 106.72, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.816 \); the main effect of trial type is not significant, \( F(1.82, 43.72) = 1.36, p = 0.266, \eta^2_p = 0.054 \). Contrary to our expectation, the interaction effect between value level and trial type was significant, \( F(2.05, 49.09) = 5.01, p = 0.010, \eta^2_p = 0.173 \). To break down this interaction effect, we calculated the difference in average WTP between high and low value items for all four types of choice trials and submitted the differences in WTP to a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Pairwise comparisons showed that the difference between the low cued and high cued pairs was statistically significant \( (p = 0.036 \text{ with Bonferroni correction}), \) while all the other comparisons failed to reach statistical significance \( (ps > 0.136) \). Since our analyses did not involve comparison between low cued and high cued trials, this significant difference between the two is therefore not a concern for testing our hypotheses.

Just as in Experiment 1, participants also tended to choose high value items more often than low value items on all four types of trials in the choice task (see Fig. 3, in which the percentages of choosing low value items were all below 50%). Also, in line with Experiment 1, participants chose low value items more often in the low cued pairs (22.7% choices for low value) compared to both uncued baseline (15% choices for low value) with a 7.7 percentage point significant increase in choosing low value items in the first pair \( (OR = 1.67, 95\% CI = [1.07, 2.61], \text{ Wald Chi-square } = 5.03, p = 0.025, \text{ two sided repeated measures logistic regression}). \) However, the difference in low value choices did not reach statistical significance between the low cued pairs (22.7% choices for low value) and the both cued pairs (18.5% choices for low value), although it was in the same direction as in Experiment 1 \( (OR = 1.30, 95\% CI = [0.84, 2.00], \text{ Wald Chi-square } = 1.38, p = 0.241, \text{ two sided repeated measures logistic regression}). \) In line with Experiment 1 and our hypothesis, choices for low value items in the high cued pairs did not differ significantly from both cued pairs \( (OR = 0.62, 95\% CI = [0.35, 1.11], \text{ Wald Chi-square } = 2.61, p = 0.106) \) and both uncued pairs \( (OR = 0.80, 95\% CI = [0.48, 1.34], \text{ Wald Chi-square } = 0.71, p = 0.400, \text{ see Fig. 3}). \)

### 4. Exploratory analyses on collapsed data

Since the two experiments were identical in procedure, we have decided to conduct exploratory analyses on the collapsed dataset from both experiments. To see whether the two datasets were sufficiently similar to justify their combination, we conducted four separate repeated-measures logistic regression analyses with trial type \( (\text{low cued vs. both uncued, low cued vs. both cued, high cued vs. both uncued and high cued vs. both cued, for four analyses respectively}), \) experiment and their interaction effect as predictors. In all four analyses, the main effects of experiment were not statistically significant, Wald Chi-squares \( < 0.797, ps > 0.372, \) neither was any of the interaction effects, Wald Chi-squares \( < 0.911, ps > 0.340). \) These results suggest that data from two experiments were

![Fig. 2. Choices for low value items over high value ones across all trials. Significance levels reflect increase in choosing low value items between particular pairs using repeated logistic regression. *p < 0.05. Error bars, s.e.m.](image)

![Fig. 3. Choices for low value items over high value ones across all trials. Significance levels reflect increase in choosing low value items between particular pairs using repeated logistic regression. **p < 0.01. Error bars, s.e.m.](image)
similar and thus could be combined. We then proceeded with exploratory data analyses on the collapsed dataset.

4.1. Reaction times of low and high value choices

Participants overall chose high value items more often than low value items. However, their choices for low value items were not 0%. This raised the question why people would choose low value items when they valued the other item more. One explanation is that such choices for low value items can be thought of as mistakes. That is, participants might have accidentally pressed the key associated with low value items before they even compared the values of the two items, and such tendency might have been facilitated on the low cued trials since they had been consistently trained to respond quickly to the low value items. If this is the case, participants may choose more quickly when they choose low value items, compared to when they choose high value items. The attentional drift diffusion model as applied to binary choice (e.g., Krajbich et al., 2010), on the other hand, posits that decision-making process is inherently noisy, which is why people's choice and reaction time differ from trial to trial (and may choose low value items sometimes). More important, according to this model, it takes more time to choose low value items compared to high value items, because the speed with which the decision threshold is reached is influenced by the value of the item. That is, the threshold is reached more quickly for high compared to low value items. This means participants should choose more quickly when they choose high value items, compared to when they choose low value items.

We carried out an exploratory analysis on choice reaction times to see which one of the two opposing predictions was supported by the data. For each type of choice trial (low cued, high cued, both cued vs. both uncued), we further divided them into two groups, depending on whether participants chose high or low value items on a particular trial. Twenty-two participants were excluded from this analysis since they chose low value items 0% on at least one type of the choice trials and hence no reaction time could be calculated. Twenty-nine participants remained in the analysis who had reaction time data for each trial type. The average choice reaction time was calculated and submitted to a 4 (trial type, low cued, high cued, both cued vs. both uncued) by 2 (chosen item value, high vs. low) repeated-measures ANOVA. In line with the prediction of attentional drift diffusion model, participants took more time when they chose low value items than when they chose high value items, $M_{\text{diff}} = 42 \text{ ms}, SE = 15 \text{ ms}, F(1, 28) = 7.77, p < 0.009$. The main effect of trial type and the interaction effect was not significant, $F < 0.297, ps > 0.700$. Specifically testing the comparison between cued low vs. both uncued as trial type in the model revealed similar outcomes. Using the median reaction time instead of mean reaction time also gives the same results.

4.2. The role of value difference

Although we consistently pitted low value items against high value items in the choice task, the actual subjective value difference between high and low value items varied across participants. To explore whether this value difference would influence the effect of CAT, we selected the low cued and both uncued trials and for each participant calculated the following two scores: (1) the average value difference between the high value and low value items on these two types of choice trials (i.e., value difference score); (2) the difference between the percentage of choosing low value items on the low cued trials compared to that on the both uncued trials (i.e., choice difference score). Note that the second variable is an index of the effectiveness of the CAT. The larger the choice difference score, the more increase in low value choices on low cued trials compared to both uncued trials, hence the more effective the CAT is in boosting choices for low value food for an individual. Thus, the more positive the choice difference score, the bigger the increase in choosing low value items as a function of CAT. We performed correlation analyses between the value difference scores and the choice difference scores with and without excluding univariate outliers (3 SD from sample mean) and bivariate outliers (Cook's distance > 4/N). The correlation analyses revealed a significant negative correlation between the two variables, $r(46) = -0.442, p = 0.002$ (excluding outliers), and $r(51) = -0.312, p = 0.026$ (including outliers), suggesting that for individuals with larger value difference between high and low value items, the CAT becomes less effective in increasing choices for low value items (see left panel of Fig. 4). Non-parametric correlations produced similar results, $r_{i} = -0.284, p = 0.007$ (excluding outliers), and $r_{i} = -0.226, p = 0.022$ (including outliers).

Using the second baseline, namely the both cued trials, gave similar results, although the correlation was only significant when outliers were excluded from the analyses: $r_{i}(49) = -0.395, p = 0.005$ (excluding outliers), $r_{i}(51) = -0.228, p = 0.107$ (including outliers; see right panel of Fig. 4). Non-parametric correlations using the aforementioned second baseline, again, produced similar results with the correlation only being significant when outliers were excluded from the analysis: $r_{i} = -0.227, p = 0.026$ (excluding outliers), and $r_{i} = -0.180, p = 0.067$ (including outliers).

In line with the analyses on choice reaction times, these results

![Fig. 4. Increase in Low Value Choices as a Function of Value Difference. Left panel: the both uncued trials as baseline; right panel, the both cued trials as baseline. Univariate and bivariate outliers are excluded in these plots.](http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.appet.2017.06.010)
show that participants were sensitive to value differences between low and high value items, and suggest that choices for low value items were not caused by incidental motor responses, but products of a value comparison process.

4.3. Willingness to pay

To explore whether the CAT also influenced participants’ willingness to pay toward the snack items, as measured after the choice, we conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with measurement time (pre-vs. post-training), trial type (low cued vs. high cued vs. both uncued vs. both cued) and item value level (low vs. high) as the independent variables. The main effect of item value level was significant, $F(1,50) = 154.0$, $p < 0.001$. As would be expected, participants were willing to pay more for high value items than for low value items. The interaction effect between item value level and measurement time was also significant, $F(1, 50) = 31.8$, $p < 0.001$, which is likely due to regression to the mean (i.e., the willingness to pay for high value items decreased after training while willingness to pay increased for low value items). Crucially, all effects involving trial type were not statistically significant, $F < 1.72$, $ps > 0.166$, suggesting that the CAT failed to systematically influence people’s willingness to pay for the snack items as measured after the choice.

5. General discussion

In two experiments, we examined whether choices for low value food items can be increased when high value food items constitute the alternative option. In all conditions participants showed a preference for high value food items over low value food items. This is in line with previous research, and suggests that the choices participants made are valid and reflect their preferences (Krajbich et al., 2010; Schonberg et al., 2014; Veling et al., 2017). More important, the results show an increase in the proportion of choices for low value items when only the low value item is cued, compared to when both items are uncued (Experiments 1 and 2), and to a lesser extent compared to when both items are cued (Experiment 1). These results suggest that by training attention to low value items, the CAT can reduce the effect of value on choice and increase the probability of choices for low value items over high value items.

It is important to note that Experiment 2 did not fully replicate the predicted increase in choices for low value items between low cued trials and both cued trials observed in Experiment 1. Post-hoc, we think the both cued trials may not have been the optimal baseline, because the low value items in these trials were cued and might still have received increased attention because of CAT. In fact, if we compare low cued trials with both cued trials, the difference is that the high value item is cued on both cued trials but not cued on low cued trials. This comparison therefore seems to test the effect of cueing high value items rather than the effect of cueing low value items. Important, in an additional recent experiment (not reported here) in which we employed the current procedure, we again found a significant difference in proportions of low value choices between low cued and both uncued trials, but not between low cued and both cued trials. The effect of increasing choices for low value food items by the training can hence be best observed (and understood) by using the both uncued trials as the baseline.

How is it possible that the probability of choosing low value items can be increased even when the alternatives constitute high value items? Based on the present experiments we cannot answer this question directly. Theoretically, CAT is assumed to enhance attention for cued food items and this increased attention can subsequently increase choices for these items. Consistent with this account, previous work examining choices between cued and uncued food items of equal value found that cued items received more visual attention during the choice task as measured with an eye-tracker (Schonberg et al., 2014). According to attentional drift diffusion models (Krajbich et al., 2010), attention toward a food item will move the probability of choosing that item toward a decision threshold, and away from the decision threshold of the alternative item. The more valuable an item is relatively to the alternative item, the more quickly this item will reach the decision threshold. According to these models it is possible to choose a low value item over a high value item, but this will take more time than choosing a high value item over a low value item (i.e., because it takes longer to reach the decision threshold for low value items).

Interestingly, the reaction time data of the current study are consistent with this account by showing that participants took more time to choose for the low value items across all trial types. This finding needs to be treated with caution, however, because participants choose high value items on the majority of trials (some participants chose high value items 100% of the time on certain types of trials), and thus we do not have a lot of data for reaction time analyses for low value choices. Thus, more work is needed to examine whether attentional mechanisms can explain the currently observed choice effect.

Although our results show that CAT can overcome value differences between low and high value items, our exploratory analyses suggest that the strength of this effect depends on the value difference between low and high value food items: The effect became weaker for those participants for whom the value difference was larger. It is important to note that even for those participants for whom the difference was relatively small there was still a value difference between the low value and high value items in the absolute sense (see Fig. 4). Thus, CAT can increase the probability of choosing low value items over high value items, but more work is needed to understand why this effect may be limited to relatively small value differences. For instance, is the effectiveness of the training constrained to people who do not differentiate strongly between food items, or do strong value differences between products negate the effect of the training? Manipulating the value difference between low and high value items systematically within participants could give more insight into this question.

Furthermore, previous research has shown that the effect of CAT on choice is washed out when participants receive unlimited time to make their choices. To explain this finding, Veling et al. (2017) argued that attention training (in the form of CAT) may provide little basis for a deliberative decision, but may especially influence choices when people do not think about their choices such as when they need to decide quickly. It would be interesting to further test under which choice conditions CAT can increase choices for low value food items.

In the present research, we used a relatively homogeneous stimulus set of energy-dense food items. Hence, an important and interesting question is whether similar effects can be obtained when food items of different categories are employed. For example, to what degree can the present findings be generalized to increase choices for certain categories of food that are generally considered healthy (e.g., vegetables) over other categories of foods that are generally considered unhealthy (e.g., snack foods high in sugar content). Our results suggest that this may, at least partly, depend on the value difference between items from the different categories.

From an applied perspective our findings raise the question whether it is possible to develop a training intervention, based on CAT, for people who wish to change their dietary choices. For instance, can CAT be used to increase choices for healthy food items (of relatively low value) over unhealthy food items (of relatively low value)?
high value? Of course, and as our results show, even under conditions where the training is effective people will overall still prefer high value over low value items, and the training will thus not shift the balance from choosing primarily high value food toward choosing primarily low value food. Nonetheless, the training may facilitate occasional choices for low value food, which could be a helpful addition to people’s tools to change their dietary behavior. It is important to mention that much research is still needed in order to fully understand the mechanisms of CAT, as well as means of adapting it to be effective in daily life. However, we feel that demonstrating, for the first time, that the probability of choosing low value over high value food can be increased with CAT is not only of theoretical importance, it is also an important step forward towards the application of this training procedure.

Concluding, we have demonstrated that it is possible to increase the probability of choices for low value items when people choose between low and high value items, with the use of CAT. Results from our studies provide new insight on the interplay between attention and food value in influencing food choices. Furthermore, the results raise new questions for applications within the health domain, where a natural step forward would be testing whether one can train choices towards healthy but low value stimuli (e.g. an apple) pitted against unhealthy, but high value ones (e.g. chocolate). Such research is required before we can evaluate whether such training can eventually be applied as a training that may help people to make healthier food choices.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.appet.2017.06.010.
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